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Introduction
Welcome to Genesis. We would like to thank you for your interest and for
taking the time to read through our documentation.
We created Genesis Coin because we are passionate about cryptocurrency
and love building a community. Not only that, but we also feel that there is a
market for genuine ERC20 tokens which have the benefit of running on the
Ethereum blockchain and being compatible with a number of dApps created
specifically to work with the blockchain. That gives us immense flexibility as
well as providing us with a safe and secure platform that is also extremely fast.
At the time of Genesis Coin’s release, there are hundreds of ERC20 tokens
being released with a number of those trying to ride on the back of the success
of coins such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, Monero, Dash etc. Instead of going down
that route, we want to create something unique to us and our community. We
hope you can appreciate the amount of time we have committed to Genesis to
make us unique in an attempt to bring something a little different to the table
when it comes to ERC20 tokens.
Our aim is to put the community at the very forefront of what we want to
achieve. Without a thriving and active community, any coin or platform is
essentially dead. We also care about being open and transparent. We want to
build trust and show you that Genesis is not a pump and dump coin. In fact, it
will be more than just a coin moving forward. Genesis will be a platform.
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Transparency
One of the most important values to us is being trustworthy and reputable. We
want our community and the wider industry’s opinion of us to be positive and
we feel that one of the ways we can achieve this is by being as transparent as
possible with our community. Therefore we have made the token code
open-source, allowing anyone and everyone to view the code that created the
Genesis Coin. Future projects and Dapps will also be open-source. You can
view this by visiting our Github page here.
As part of our coin distribution, which you can see on page 6, you will notice
that Genesis Coins will be used for different purposes. It’s of the utmost
importance to us that our community is aware of not only what these coins will
be used for but also where they are stored. Below are all the addresses of
each account that we own that holds our own Genesis Coins. You can view
these addresses on Etherscan.io to monitor our wallets and ensure that coins
aren’t being dumped by the development team. We hope that by doing this, it
will create transparency and give you peace of mind that this is a genuine
project and not a quick dump and pump scheme.
Genesis Main Wallet: 0xed5d389F33Cde90193e60265d79c4b03fb127140
Development Fund: 0x68D51f277930Fd84FAC8D67b91BB2A742B109C58
Marketing Fund: 0x9F39a7a4BEa84dDaBB3c700803834A3fab35729f
Bounty Fund: 0xc47c56dEf85ca07a5c550DD8ebaB7e2C18535bAF
Prize Fund: 0xEF9dEaa269606Cc57868C93d62928F95EE383Ad3
Initial Airdrop: 0xCD9613d5709A76cC33fec5923F6e18db076223C4
2nd Airdrop: 0x097cF928a41f0041a2dd1A569A11E6C4efBCB48D
3RD Airdrop: 0x75b622921F2640502e4F82Aad79cE69dE140F7Bc
4th Airdrop: 0xDC23265ed623bbe891a7b7eEf6c03B109f352ea7
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Genesis Coin Specifications & Features
Name: Genesis
Symbol: GEN
Decimals: 18
Total Supply: 16,000,000
Contract Address: 0x9dfe4643C04078a46803edCC30a3291b76d4c20c
Genesis Coin is an ERC20 token created on the Ethereum Blockchain with a
fixed supply of 16,000,000 coins. The three core values of Genesis Coin is
being fast, secure and flexible.
The Ethereum blockchain allows us to put these three values right at the very
heart of what we wish to achieve. Genesis will be more than just a coin though.
In the future Genesis Coin will be the fuel that powers Genesis. More on that
later.
The average transaction takes only 15 seconds to be mined and verified on the
Ethereum blockchain, making Genesis one of the fastest coins on the market.
Not only that, but as Genesis is built on the Ethereum blockchain, it is able to
take advantage of the security offered by the network. Genesis Coin also uses
the SafeMath code to prevent overflows and underflows from occurring.
Speed - Faster than Bitcoin and many other cryptocurrencies on the market
Security - Ethereum is one of the most secure public blockchains
Transparency - Project is open-source and verified on Etherscan.io
Flexibility - Genesis can be used to buy and sell, trade and will help power the
Genesis platform.
Compatibility - Supported by multiple Ethereum wallets that support ERC20
tokens
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ERC20 Standard Token
Genesis Coin follows all the ERC20 standards meaning that it is compatible
with any wallet that supports ERC20 tokens, such as MyEtherWallet and
MetaMask.
By using an ERC20 standard token, it also means that the Genesis Coin can
be traded on EtherDelta from day one. It also means that we could potentially
get listed onto other exchanges that also support ERC20 tokens.
ERC20 tokens also have the added functionality of being integrated into
websites and applications by creating contracts on Ethereum and connecting
to the Ethereum blockchain through Web3 and MetaMask. This gives coins
such as Genesis an actual platform to develop meaningful and functional
Dapps on right from the start. This means that unlike Bitcoin, ERC20 tokens
can have other uses other than just being used as a currency.
To make Genesis Coin as safe as possible, we have also used the SafeMath
library when creating the token contract to ensure that the coin isn’t at risk of
overflows and underflows which could cause serious disruption.
You can view the source code for the Genesis Coin on our Github page. See
page 3.
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Distribution of Coins

There will be a fixed supply of 16,000,000 Genesis Coins. The majority of
these coins will be released into circulation by the end of November through
our Airdrop.
Below we have outlined the distribution of Genesis Coins.
Airdrops: 10,000,000 (62.5%)
Development Fund: 1,000,000 (6.25%)
Marketing Fund: 500,000 (3.125%)
Bounty Fund: 2,500,000 (15.625%)
Prize Pool: 1,000,000 (6.25%)
Other: 1,000,000 (6.25)
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Airdrop
To distribute Genesis Coins amongst the community, we are running a free
Airdrop.
The Genesis Coin Airdrop will be done in four phases. Each phase will have a
limited amount of coins to airdrop. This is as follows:
Initial Airdrop: 2,500,000 Genesis Coins
Second Airdrop: 2,250,000 Genesis Coins
Third Airdrop: 2,500,000 Genesis Coins
Final Airdrop: 2,750,000 Genesis Coins
Each Airdrop phase will reward a different amount of Genesis Coins per
person, meaning that only a limited number of people will receive coins at each
phase. Everyone who is successful at that phase will receive the same amount
each. This is as follows:
Initial Airdrop: 625 people receiving 4000 Genesis Coins each
Second Airdrop: 750 people receiving 3000 Genesis Coins each
Third Airdrop: 1000 people receiving 2500 Genesis Coins each
Final Airdrop: 1375 people receiving 2000 Genesis Coins each
That means that a total of 3750 people will be receiving a free Airdrop of
Genesis Coins.
We decided to spread out the distribution of Genesis Coins in this way to give
everyone a fair opportunity to take part in the Airdrop. While this Airdrop is
done on a first come, first serve basis, we want to make sure that everyone
has a chance, regardless of how early or late you discovered Genesis.
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Donations
Right now, Genesis isn’t a full-time project. That’s because unfortunately, bills
need to be paid and that means that for now at least, we have other jobs to
help pay for our monthly expenses.
Of course, we would love to work on Genesis full-time. Being able to dedicate
all of our time to the project would be our dream and we’re confident that one
day we will be in a position to achieve that. We have big ambitions and some
big ideas planned for the future.
To help us achieve this dream and help move Genesis forward at a faster pace,
we are allowing anyone who wishes to, to contribute to the project by donating.
Donating any amount of Ether is most definitely not expected and anyone who
does donate will have our full appreciation and gratitude.
Any donations made before 30 November 2017 will be rewarded with the
following amounts of Genesis Coin. Please note that only 500,000 Genesis
Coins are available for donations.
1 Ether = 5000 Genesis Coins
You can donate to Genesis by sending Ether to:
0xed5d389F33Cde90193e60265d79c4b03fb127140
All donations will go towards the running of Genesis as well as helping to get
Genesis Coin listed on additional exchanges.
By sending Ether to the address above, you accept that you are donating to
the Genesis project. You are receiving some Genesis Coins to show our
appreciation for donating to the project. After November 31, donations will no
longer reward 5000 Coins per 1 Ether.
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Roadmap
This is an overview of what we have planned for Genesis Coin in 2017. The
remainder of 2017 will consist primarily of distributing coins and working on
being added to more exchanges.

Our roadmap for 2018 will go into more detail about the future of Genesis Coin
and the development of the Genesis platform. This will be revealed at the end
of 2017.
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Future
Genesis will be more than just a coin. It will be a platform. Once we have
finished distributing Genesis Coins to the community, we will embark upon a
marketing campaign to spread the word of Genesis and to gain interest in the
project.
The very first stage of our project is centered around the Genesis coin and
laying the foundations to give us the best start possible. Once this is concluded,
development will finally be able to begin.
Our plan is to begin development of the Genesis Web Wallet in late December
2017 with a potential release for Q1/Q2 2018. Once the web wallet is up and
running, holders of Genesis Coin will be able to check their balances as well as
being able to send and receive Genesis Coins through our site. Over time
increased functionality as well as an upgraded UI design will be added.
After this, development on the Genesis Decentralized Exchange will
commence. The exchange will be tied to the Web Wallet and will enable users
to deposit and trade Genesis Coins with other users. Initially it will support
GEN/ETH trading however we plan on expanding the exchange to support
other tokens to offer a richer trading experience. As of yet there is no release
but we would like to have it up and running by Q4 2018 at the latest.
Towards the end of 2018, beginning of 2019, we will reveal our plans for the
next project. This will be a much bigger project and will see Genesis move into
the mainstream by attempting to solve a current issue. We can’t speak too
much on this project just yet but we will release a proper whitepaper for this
project in 2018.
Of course, this plan isn’t written in stone and is subject to change and can be
influenced by a number of factors which could positively or negatively affect
development.
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